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ABSTRACT. Splittings as an amalgamated sum, where one of the factors is

the projective elementary matrices, are displayed for all the Bianchi groups

except for the Euclidian ones. Also splittings as an HNN group, where the

base is PSL2(Z), are given for all the Bianchi groups except PSL2(Oi) and

PSL2(03).

0. Introduction. This paper grew out of a seminar on the Bianchi groups.

In addition to the authors, Seymour Bachmuth and Morris Newman were active

participants. Without their knowledge and enthusiasm this paper would not exist.

Our knowledge of the modular group stands as the basic example upon which

the study of infinite groups is modeled. Since PSL/2(Z) is a discrete subgroup of

PSL-2 (R) we can view the modular group as a group of isometries of the hyperbolic

plane H2 acting in a properly discontinuous fashion. The interplay between the

number theory of the rational integers and the geometry of ¥$L2(Z)\H2 has led to

the beautiful theory of the modular group. Let d be a positive square free integer,

and let Od denote the ring of integers in the field Q(\/—~d). After the rational

integers, the quadratic imaginary number rings Od are the most completely under-

stood examples in number theory. The groups Td = PSL2(0<¿) are known as the

Bianchi groups and have been extensively studied. Since Td is a discrete subgroup

of PSL2(C) we can view the Bianchi groups as isometries of hyperbolic space H3

acting in a properly discontinuous fashion. Hence one would expect that the geom-

etry of Td\H3 and the number theory of 0<¿ could be used to derive information

about Td in much the same way that the modular group has been studied. In fact

study of the geometry of Td goes back to Bianchi [BI], although the work of Swan

[Sw] is the fundamental reference for modern studies. In [R], Riley describes a

computer program based on Swan's work that computes the Ford domains of the

Bianchi groups. Also Hatcher [H] has drawn the orbifolds of PGL2(0<¿) for all

d < 100.
The question that has driven research in this direction in recent years is the

cuspidal cohomology question. Simply stated the question is: For which d is the

first rational homology of Td\H3 carried by the cusps? This question has been

answered in the papers [B, GS, Ro, V and Z]. Specifically the answer is when

d e {1,2,3,5,6,7,11,15,19,23,31,39,47,71}.
In this paper we use results appearing in [Sw] to show the existence of a family

of nontrivial splittings oîTd- Throughout this paper {1, w} will denote the standard

module basis for Od- The projective elementary group Ed is the subgroup of Td

generated by a — -l/z, t = z + 1 and p = z -Y w. If Od is not Euclidean then we
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show that Td = Ed*Fd Gd where Fd is a subgroup of Ed that is canonically defined

and Gd is a group whose structure depends on d. This splitting comes from an

incompressible surface in Td\H3, which in contrast to the splittings in [H, Z] is not

totally geodesic. The basic fact that leads to the preceding result is that for d ^ 1

or 3, Td is an HNN group amalgamated over PSL2(Z). We also find splittings of T2,

T7, and Tu as amalgamated sums. It is known that Tx splits as an amalgamated

sum over PSL2(Z) and that T3 does not admit splittings as an amalgamated sum

[S].
The following theorem appears in [CS].

THEOREM. Let M be a compact, connected, orientable 3-manifold having a

nonempty family of tori as boundary. Suppose that Hx(dM,Q) —* HX(M,Q) is

surjective and that M is not homeomorphic to D2 x S1 or S1xS1x I. Then M con-

tains a separating, (properly embedded) incompressible surface which has nonempty

boundary and is not boundary parallel.    D

The existence of a separating incompressible surface that is not boundary paral-

lel implies that nx (M) splits as an amalgamated sum. If T is a discrete subgroup of

PSL2(C) and T\H3 has finite volume, then T\H3 is homeomorphic to the interior

of a compact three-manifold. The rational homology of T\H3 is naturally isomor-

phic to the rational homology of T. Hence it makes sense to refer to the peripheral

homology of T (homology coming from the boundary). From the solution of the

cuspidal cohomology problem we know that only 14 Bianchi groups have the prop-

erty that their rational first homology is generated by their peripheral homology.

Hence only for d G {2,5,6,7,11,15,19,23,31,39,47,71} does Culler and Shalen's
proof adapt to show that Td is an amalgamated sum. It was out of a desire to

sharpen their results that we took about to understand the other Bianchi groups.

1. Basic concepts. Realize H3 as {(z,c) | z,ç e C,c > 0} using the standard

upperhalf space metric. The group of orientation preserving isometries of H3 is

isomorphic to PSL2(C) where the action is given as follows. Suppose a = (° ¿) €

SL2(C) represents an element of PSL2(C). Then a(z, <*) = (z',{'), where

, (d-cz)(az-b)-<;2ca ,     _ç_

\cz - d\2-Y ç2\c\2 Ç " \cz-d\2 + c2\c\2'

If r is a discrete subgroup of PSL2(C) then the Ford domain B of T is the region

of H3 where all a e T have Jacobian determinant less than or equal to one. If $ is

the subgroup of T that fixes infinity and if D is a fundamental domain for $ then

B Cl D is a fundamental domain for T. In [Sw], a method is given for computing

the Ford domains of the Bianchi groups. Specifically

B = {(z, c[\pz- X\2 -Y c2\p[2 >lV\,pe Od, (A,p) = Od},

where (X,p) = Od means that A and p generate 0<¡. Furthermore [Sw] it is shown

that over the line im z = 0 the lower boundary of B is made up of the spheres of

radius one centered at the integers. More precisely B n {imz = 0} = {(x,ç) e

R x R>0 : Vn e Z, \x - n\2 + Ç2 > 1}.

If T acts properly discontinuously on H2 or H3 then T\Hn inherits the structure

of an orbifold [Th]. Although the orbifold concept clarifies the nature of our studies,

the geometric and topological preliminaries at this state of development are rather
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Figure l

forboding. Hence we choose to follow Zieschang [Zl] and state our results inside

the framework of factor manifolds.

DEFINITION l.l. Let M be a manifold, with or without boundary, of dimension

n = 2 or 3. Let S be a codimension 2 CW-complex that is properly embedded in

M. Assume also that each n — 2 cell of S has a positive integer assigned to it. We

call S the branch set of M. Call the number hi assigned to the cell e¿ of S the index

of e,. We call the pair (M, S) a factor manifold.

EXAMPLE 1.2. If r is a Fuchsian group then F = T\H2 is a surface. The points

on F that correspond to points in H2 having nontrivial stabilizers will make up the

branch set T. To each q e T assign the order of the stabilizer of a lift of q to H2.

In Figure 1 we have pictured the factor manifold corresponding to ¥$L2(Z)\H2.

EXAMPLE 1.3. If T is a discrete subgroup of PSL2(C) then M = T\H3 is a
three-manifold. We let the branch set S be the subset of M corresponding to

points in H3 having nontrivial stabilizers. We can give S a cell structure by letting

the vertices be the nonmanifold points of S and the 1-cells be the arcs running

between vertices. If some component of S is a circle then just choose an arbitrary

point on that component to be a vertex. Once again the index of a 1-cell e is the

order of the stabilizer of one of its lifts to H3. In Figure 2 we have pictured the

factor manifolds corresponding to ri,r2,r3,r5,r6,r7,r11.

Suppose that T is a discrete group of orientation preserving isometries of H2 or

H3. We would like to use the Seifert-Van Kampen theorem in our study of T; hence

we construct a complex that has T as its fundamental group. At this point in our

discussion we need to deal with surfaces and three-manifolds separately. First we

will deal with factor surfaces, then with factor three-manifolds.

DEFINITION 1.4. Let (F,T) be a factor surface. Replace a regular neighborhood

N(e¡) of each 0-cell e¿ in T by a disk Di so that the gluing map Hi : dDi —► dN(ei)

has degree hi, the index of et. Denote the complex we have constructed by F.

In [Zl] it is remarked that if (F,T) is the factor manifold corresponding to a

discrete group of isometries T of H2 then nx (F) = T.

DEFINITION 1.5. Let (M,S) be a factor three-manifold. Let N(S) be a regular

neighborhood of S in M. We can decompose N(S) into balls and beams. The

balls are regular neighborhoods of the 0-cells of S in M. The beams are regular

neighborhoods in the complement of the balls of the 1-cells of S (see Figure 3).

This decomposition of N(S) induces a decomposition of dN(S) into annuli that

are the frontiers of beams in M = C\(M - N(S)) and planar surfaces which are the

frontiers of balls in M.  Denote by A¿ the annulus corresponding to the 1-cell e¿.
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FIGURE 2.   From left to right, top to bottom, the factor

manifolds corresponding to ri,r2,r3,r5,r6,r7,rii.

Figure 3

Let Hi : dD2 x J —► A¿ be a map of degree hi. Let M be the complex obtained by

glueing a copy of D2 x I onto M for each A¿ using the maps H% as glueing maps.

PROPOSITION 1.6.   LetT be a discrete subgroup ofisometries ofH3. Let(M,S)

be the factor manifold corresponding to T.  Then T = trx(M).

PROOF. Let q: H3 —► M be the quotient map. The restriction of q to the com-

plement H of q *(N(S)) is a regular covering of M. Hence T « Trx(M)/q#Trx(H).

Let Xi be a meridian of the 1-cell e,. To construct such a loop, run an arc o¿

that misses N(S) from the basepoint out to the boundary of a small disk Di that

intersects S transversely in a single point lying in the interior of e¿, around the

boundary of D% and back along a,-.   The image of ~kx(H) in irx(M) is normally
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generated by xi ' where i ranges over the indices of 1-cells of 5. By construction

7Ti (M) is isomorphic to T.    D

DEFINITION 1.7. Let F be a surface that is embedded in the factor three-

manifold (M,S). If F intersects S transversely and misses the 0-cells of 5, then

we say that F is embedded nicely with respect to 5. We obtain the induced factor

manifold structure on F by letting the branch set T be the set of points F (1 S

equipped with the ramification indices of the corresponding 1-cells of S. Notice

that if care is taken in the construction of F and M then F can be viewed as a

subcomplex of M. We say that F is incompressible in (M, S) if the inclusion map

of F into M induces a monomorphism of nx(F) into ttx(M).

Suppose that (M, S) is the factor manifold corresponding to T\H3 for some

discrete T Ç PSL2(C). Let F be a surface that intersects S nicely. Let d> be

a component of the inverse image of F in H3. Then the stabilizer of $ in T is

conjugate to the image of ttx (F) in nx (M) = T.

PROPOSITION 1.8. Let F be a nicely embedded two-sided surface in (M,S). If

F is incompressible then irx (M) is either an amalgamated sum over trx (F) or an

HNN group over nx(F), depending on whether F is separating or not.

PROOF. Proposition 1.8 is a direct application of the Seifert-Van Kampen The-

orem.    D

2. Some splittings of the Bianchi groups. In this section we show that

all of the Bianchi groups except T¿ split as amalgamated sums. Solitar [S] has

shown that T3 does not admit a splitting as an amalgamated sum. In Theorem

2.1 we summarize our findings for T¿ when Od is Euclidean. The splitting given

for Tx is common knowledge, our reference is [Fl]. The splittings for r2,r7,rn

were indicated by incompressible annuli, although the actual presentations were

derived from existing presentations. In Theorem 2.2 v/e show that for d ^ 1,3, Td

is an HNN group having amalgamated subgroup isomorphic to PSL2(Z). This is

achieved by showing that the factor manifold for PSL2(Z) embeds as a nonsepa-

rating incompressible surface in Td\H3. In Theorem 2.4 we show that when Od

is non-Euclidean, r = Ed *Fd Gd where Ed is the projective elementary matrices

and Fd is a particular subgroup corresponding to a nicely embedded separating

incompressible sphere in Td\H3 having four branch points, two of index 2 and two

of index 3. When Od is Euclidean Td — Ed, so that this surface cannot yield a non-

trivial splitting. Although arrived at constructively our original hope was to use

valuation theoretic methods as in [CS] to derive the existence of nontrivial split-

tings as amalgamated sums. It is interesting to note the similarity of the splitting

Td — Ed *Fd Gd and the splitting of Nagao's theorem, GL2(K[f]) ^ GL2(k)*ß(k)

B(k[f]).
In the following D2 will denote the Klein four-group, S3 the symmetric group

on three letters, and A4 the alternating group.

THEOREM 2.1. The Bianchi groups TX,T2,T-j, andTxx are nontrivial free prod-

ucts with amalgamation. In particular

(i)  Ti = Gx *h G2 where

(a) Gx =S3 *z3 A4,

(b) G2 = S3 *z2 D2 and

(c)i/ = PSL2(Z);
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(ii)  T2 = Gx *h G2 where

(a) Gx is an HNN group whose base is D2 with two elements of order 2

amalgamated,

(b) G2 is an HNN group whose base is A4 with two three-cycles amalga-

mated,

(c) H = Z*Z2;

(iii)  T7 = Gx *h G2 where

(a) Gx =Z*Z2,

(b) G2 is an HNN group with base K = S3 *z3 S3 with two three-cycles,

one from each S3, amalgamated,

(c) H = Z*Z2*Z2;

(iv)  Txx = Gx*h G2 where

(a) Gx =Z*Z3,

(b) G2 is an HNN group with base A4 *z3 A4 and two three-cycles, one

from each A4, amalgamated,

(c) H = Z *Z3*Z3.

PROOF. The decomposition of Ti appears in [Fil]. Because of the similarity of

the computations we will describe how we arrived at the presentation for T2. We

will then give the cases T7 and Tu a light brushing over.

In [Fi2] the following presentation of T2 is given, where p = z -Y w, a = —1/z

and t = z -Y I:

F2 = (p,a,t;a2 = (at)3 — (papa)2 = [t,p] = 1).

Letting s = at, v = flsp and m = pap and applying the appropriate Tietze

transformations we get T2 = (p, a, s, v, m; a2 — s3 = m2 = (am)2 = (sv)2 =

I,pa = m,am = sv,fis = v). From this presentation we see that 1^ is the

amalgamated sum of Gx = (a,m,u;a2 = m2 = (am)2 = I, pap — m) and

G2 — (s,v,p;s3 = v3isv)2 = l,ös = v) with identifications p = p and sv = am.

Clearly Gx is an HNN extension of the Klein four-group with two elements of order

two identified, and G2 is an HNN extension of A4 with two three-cycles identified.

To complete the proof it must be shown that (am, p) is isomorphic to (sv, p) un-

der the given homomorphism and that these two groups are isomorphic to Z * Z2.

Suppose that an HNN group is given with base group G and free part p and amal-

gamated subgroups H, K; that is pHp = K. It is a consequence of of the normal

form theorem for HNN groups that if L is a subgroup of the base group that has

trivial intersection with the amalgamated subgroups H and K then the group (L, p)

is the free product of L and (p). This applies in both the situations above, hence

the proof is complete.

In [Fi2] the following presentation for T-j is given:

T-j = (a, v, s, m, w; a2 = v3 = iav)2 — 1, av = ms2, waw = m, wsw = v),

where a = —1/z,m — i—cjz + 1 — w)/(z + oj), v = ((1 — ui)z -Y T)/(z -Y w), s =

— l/(z -Y 1), and w = —l/(z + oj). Letting t = w2 and x — av and making the

appropriate Tietze transformations we get T7 — (a,v,w,t,x;a2 = v3 = (av)2x2 =

1, wxw = atv, t = w2, x = av). From this we see that T-j is the amalgamated

product of Gi = (xw;x2 = 1) and G2 = (a,v,t;a2 = v3 = (av)2(atvt)2 = 1) with
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identifications x = av, w2 = t and wxw — atv.  The rest is similar to the above

computations.

Interpretating {1, oj} to be the standard module basis for Txx instead of Ty we

have that Txx = (a,v,s,m;a2 = s3 = iav)3 = 1, av = sm, waw = m, wsw = v)

where a,v,s,m, and w have the formulas given above. The same substitutions as

we made in the Tj case yield the appropriate presentation.    D

THEOREM 2.2. Ifd ^1,3 then Td is an HNN group with amalgamated subgroup

PSL2(Z).

PROOF. Let H2 be im 2 = 0 in H3. Clearly the stabilizer of H2 in Td contains

PSL2(Z). From [Sw, Lemma 8.2] we have that B D H2 coincides with the Ford

domain of PSL2(Z) acting on H2. Since a fundamental domain for the stabilizer of

H2 is the intersection of its Ford domain (in H2) and a fundamental domain for its

subgroup of elements fixing infinity, we have that the stabilizer of H2 is generated

by PSL2(Z) and some transformations that fix infinity. Except for Tx and T3 this

means that the additional transformations are of the form 2 + 7 where 76 Oj.

If such a map stabilizes H2, 7 must be in Z. Thus we have that for d / 1,3 the

stabilizer of H2 is PSL2(Z). To show that the image of H2 in Td\H3 is embedded

we must show that if a(H2)<lH2 ^ 0 for some a e Td then cr(H2) = H2. Suppose

that cr(H2) n H2 ^ 0; we may precompose and postcompose a by elements of

PSL2(Z) to obtain r so that r carries a point in the Ford domain of PSL2(Z), in

H2, to another point in the Ford domain of PSL2(Z). Since the Ford domain for

PSL2(Z) lies inside the Ford domain for Td we have that r fixes infinity. As above

r(z) = ¿ + 7. Since t(H2) n H2 ¿ 0 we have that 7 € Z. Thus t(H2) n H2 = H2

and consequently c(H2) = H2. Hence the image of H2 in Td\H3 is an embedded

two-sided surface E. From the structure of H2 flflwe infer that E is a proper open

disk intersecting the branch set nicely in two points, one of index 2 and one of index

3. Let E C Td\H3 be the associated complexes as in §1. We get the presentation

7Ti(E) = (xx,x2;x\ = x\ = 1). From the considerations above we see that we

can choose basepoints so that 7Ti(E) —► irx(Td\H3) —► Td induces a surjection

7Ti(E) -» PSL2(Z). Since all nonelementary Fuchsian groups are Hopfian, this

implies that the inclusion map 7Ti(E) —► -KX(Td\H3) is a monomorphism. Therefore

E is incompressible. Let a be a straight line from (0, 2) to (oj,2) in H3. The arc

a has been chosen so that it lies in the Ford domain of T^. Its endpoints lie in H2

and the translate of H2 by z -Y oj, so that z + oj maps one endpoint to the other,

and its interior is disjoint from the translates of H2. This allows us to conclude

that the image of a in Td\H3 is a simple closed curve intersecting E in a single

point of transverse intersection. Hence E is nonseparating. The result now follows

from Proposition 1.8.    O

Our next goal is to show that when Od is not Euclidean then Td splits as an

amalgamated sum. To do this we need the following lemma.

LEMMA 2.3.   Suppose d^ 1,2,3,7,11, let

Xi = ±\l     0 J'    X2 = ±{l    -lj'    l3 = ±(l -1

,   / -oj    oj2 - oj -Y 1

*4 = ±(_!       _1+w
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The subgroup Fd ofPSL2(Od) generated by xx,x2,x3,X4 has the presentation

(xx,x2, X3, X4; xx = x2 — x3 — X4 = £10:2X324 = 1)-

PROOF. Let a = i^^,1), t = ±(0J), and p = (¿?). Then in terms of

these the above four transformations are given by xx = a, x2 = at, X3 = pap-1,

X4 = patp~l. We note that xx,x2 generate the classical modular group PSL2(Z).

From a result of Fine [Fil], for any d / 1,2,3,7,11 the elements a, t, p generate

the projective elementary group PE2iOd) = Ed and a complete presentation for

Ed is given by

Ed = (a,t, p; s2 = iat)3 = [t, pt] = 1).

Furthermore this presentation is independent of d.

In Ed, consider the normal closure of the modular group. We can denote

this by Nia,t). Then Ed/N{a,t) = {p). Therefore {pn}, n e Z, constitutes

a complete set of coset representatives for iV(a,i) in Ed- Using these and ap-

plying the Reidemeister-Schreier rewriting process we have that 7V(a,i) is gener-

ated by a, = p'ap~' and t¡ = pHp~' where i ranges over Z, with the relations

a2 — (a¿í¿)3 = 1 and <¿ = ti+x. Let Gi = (a¿,í¿;a2 = (a¿í¿)3 = 1). Then N(a,t) is

an infinite tree product with the GVs as vertices and amalgamations, í¿ = U+x.

In a tree product a presentation for a connected subtree is the obvious one, so

for the subgroup generated by Go and Gx,

(Go,Gx) = (ao,ax,to,tx;oQ = a\ = (a0to)3 — («Mi)3 — Mo = h).

Noting that do = a = xx, ax — pap~lx2, arjio = ^3 an(i ai¿i — x4 we have that the

subgroup of Td generated by X\,X2,Xz and X4 has presentation (xx,x2,X3,X4;x2 —

x3 = x\ = x\ — X1X2X3X4 = 1).    D

THEOREM 2.4. When d ^ 1,2,3,7,11, Td admits a nontrivial splitting as

Ed *Fd Gd where Ed and Fd are as above.

PROOF. Let E denote the image of H2 in Td\Hz. We can truncate the cusps of

Td\H3 to obtain a compact manifold Md having tori as boundary so that E n M¿

is a proper disk intersecting the branch set nicely in two points. Let T^ denote the

component of dMd having nonempty intersection with E. Let ^(EUTqo) be a small

regular neighborhood and let F be the frontier of ,/V(E U Too). Notice that F is a

separating sphere in Td\H3 that intersects the branch set nicely in four points, two

of index 2 and two of index 3. Let F and Td\H3 be the associated complexes. From

the construction of F we see that irx(F) = (xx,x2, £3,2:4;x\ = x\ = x\ = x\ =

l,a;iX22;32;4 = 1)- The group corresponding to A^(E U Too) is Ed and the group

corresponding to its frontier is F4. This can be seen by considering the inverse

image of 7V(E U T^) in H3. From Lemma 2.4 and the fact that nonelementary

Fuchsian groups are Hopfian we conclude that 7Ti(.F) —► 7r1(r<i\i/3) is injective.

By Proposition 1.8, Td — Ed *Fd Gd- Since Od is not Euclidean, Ed is a proper

subgroup of Td [Co]; hence Fd is a proper subgroup of Gd and the splitting is

nontrivial.      D
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